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Financial Report : 
July Offerings (to date)      $11,582.84                               Year-to-Date Offerings:   $69,526.55 
July Expenses            $  9,663.26                               Year-to-Date Expenses: $79,168.26 

 

 

 
 

 
The Dare to Care Mobile Food Pantry will be in 
the church parking lot on Thursday, August 13, 

starting at approximately 9:30 A.M. 
 

Pray for Missions 
Muslims of St. Petersburg, Russia 

Give thanks to God for videoconferencing in 
recent months! Without technology, believers in 

St. Petersburg wouldn't have the opportunity 
amid the coronavirus pandemic to pray, read, 
and sing together. They need wisdom as they 
seek to move forward in the new reality. They 

are asking themselves: "How should we resume 
our house church meetings? When can our 

house church meet face to face again? How can 
we develop new contacts in restricted 

environments?" Please ask the Father to provide 
believers in the city with great wisdom as they 

serve Him there. 

 

 
8/2 Connie Yonts         8/22 Jasmine Shelman 
8/4 Jim Quinter                 8/23 Donna Self 
8/5 Aidan Riley        8/24 Stormi Thornberry 
8/11 Mary Dick              8/28 Olivia Sewell 
8/15 Hailey Reid           8/29 Austin Stewart 
   

Patient Attention --Valuable Discoveries  
     For many people, the coronavirus pandemic 
has been a test of patience—or worse. Medically 
vulnerable people face an anxious time of 
hypervigilance. Furloughed workers wait on hold or 
in lines for assistance. Special events have been 
canceled or rescheduled. 
     Those not impacted directly deal with assorted 
frustrations and inconveniences. Many people are 
learning the benefit of slowing down, being present 
(even virtually) to others and practicing patient 
attention. 
     Interestingly, scientist Isaac Newton did some 
of his best work when the plague forced 
Cambridge University to close. At home, the 
inquisitive student invented calculus and 
developed groundbreaking theories of gravity and 
optics. Later Newton called 1666 his annus 
mirabilis (“year of wonders”) and reportedly said, “If 
I have made any valuable discoveries, it [owes] 
more to patient attention than to any other talent.” 
     What have you discovered during the Covid-19 
crisis? What appreciations have you developed for 
aspects of life you may have previously taken for 
granted? What has social distancing taught you 
about the value of neighbors, church, community 
volunteering? 
    During the pandemic, what have you learned 
about persistence and God’s presence? What 
empathy do you now feel for writers of words such 
as “I wait for the LORD, my whole being waits, and 
in his word I put my hope” (Psalm 130:5, NIV)? 

 


